
 
“Sydney Purgatorio” 

By Helen Norton 
 
Norton has used a meditation on 
Dante Alegheri’s 13th century Cantos 
– “The Divine Comedy” and in 
particular the middle section 
“Purgatorio” to interweave the very 
old theme of Purgatory and the 
Seven Deadly Sins as seen by Dante, 
with her own creative thoughts on 
contemporary multicultural spiritual 
life.  This has resulted in a very 
brave, potent and prescient body of 
work with easily definable references 
to current events, despite the theme 
being founded in observations made 
by philosophers thousands of years 
ago.   
 
“Psychologically we haven’t really 
changed much over thousands of years other than having become far more 
confused by too much information laced with fear filled judgment.  By removing 
our religious and cultural bias in order to freely and openly access some of the 
great cultural tools provided by the underpinnings of social belief systems we 
often find practical and well rounded personal and social guidelines to which we 
can refer throughout our life journey”. 
------- 
I am a very curious person and seem to be able to find intrigue in just about 
anything, however, life being a creative minefield of ideas the artist has to throw 
a boundary around the many possible directions image creation can invite 
otherwise nothing would get done.  Something usually stands out at some point 
and hits an emotional chord deep inside, and then I will run in that direction, 
given it does waiver and wobble as I go. 
 
When I set out to paint this body of work, I came across a text in my travels that 
seemed to evoke a stream of images and threads that really did capture the idea 
of forming a discipline around creative and passionate mania magnificently.   
Dante Alegheri, a Florence born poet, wrote ‘The Divine Comedy’ in the 1300’s.  
It consisted of 3 parts, The INFERNO, PURGATORIO, and PARADISE, which we 
might see as, Hell, Purgatory, and Heaven.  The middle section – ‘Purgatorio’ 
encapsulates and brings alive Dante’s own examination of a story that was 
written well before he was born, the ‘Seven Deadly Sins’, which most of us have 
heard about in some way or another. Dante took the original cultural text on the 
Sins, and embedded it with the stories of his own times, the politics, the kings, 
the villains, the greedy problems, and even his own love life!   
 
A friend and colleague who is a Jungian Analyst and Academic, Dr Craig San 
Roque, stumbled upon Dante’s creative work, and used this to underpin his own 
writings about Sydney’s historical and contemporary foundations and the 
intriguing idea that The Mountain of Purgatorio could have been located around 
Sydney.  He shared with me his own creative work, and I was so inspired to put 
together my further evolution of the theme but examining Dante’s text myself.  
So here I was, another 700 years later, picking up Dante’s version and deciding 
to make it into a 2009 painted interpretation that somehow connected things that 



were happening to myself and the world around me. That is what is going on in 
this exhibition.   
 
As I examined the text, and followed Dante up the mountain of Purgatory, I found 
a terrific ongoing description of the struggle we all have of obtaining that elusive 
but much desired state – moderation!  The Seven Sins, on the Mountain are 
examined as the problem of extremes or excesses in our lives.    
 
There I found myself with Dante – who in the story is a living man having been 
given a special privilege of checking out what the recently dead get up to on their 
way to paradise.  With his spirit guide or mentor Virgil at his side, we wandered 
around on the base of the mountain, having come out of Hells gate, on the shores 
of an island which seems to be in the South Pacific.  Here we discovered the 
shores of the excommunicated, and the valley of the indolent princes, the violent 
deaths, and then up the mountain we trekked through the seven ledges of the 
seven sins discovering how you could get past one and onto the next. 
 

The various personalities on the mountain we 
met were known as the shades. The shades are 
the dead who have got caught ‘in between’ death 
and a final resting for their spirits.   Dante causes 
a ruckus amidst the shades when he arrives 
because unlike them he is still alive, and this is 
confirmed by the fact that ‘his body is like a wall, 
and casts a shadow’, unlike their own. The 
shades are working their way through a purging 
process of the excesses they experienced before 
and upon death. Their cure was to have to do in 
extreme the opposite of what they did on earth.  
Dante has been given a chance to sort this issue 

of extremes out before he dies, in order to avoid the terrible suffering in 
Purgatory and who among us wouldn’t like to remove the spears of regret about 
excesses from our day to day lives. 
 
The way the extremes work on the mountain, could be for instance if one was too 
proud on earth – they were now running around the mountain being ‘meek’ to 
excess; if they were slothful by nature on earth they were now belting around the 
place being very enthusiastic and so on.  This was a sort of ‘unwinding’ of their 
earthly extremes.  By doing this, they could find a balance in the middle, and isn’t 
this so like what we do every day in our lives.   
 
We push ourselves too hard one way, then we pull our heads in, often over 
compensating with the correction and go in the exact opposite direction and yet 
still in extreme.  Hopefully after all this we eventually arrive somewhere in the 
middle, a little more balanced, more aware of the dangers of extremes through 
understanding that whenever we choose a distinct positioning on anything there 
will be an equally strong opposite positioning ‘out there’ with just as much 
commitment invested in it as our own.  A misunderstanding of how our own 
‘passionate ego’ drives us into a blindness (and I mean all of us) is where 
loggerheads, conflict and war forms. It seems so as we become blind to the 
simple fact that extremes demand gravity, or opposites, as pendulum actions or a 
balancing energy.  It does not matter what we are talking about here, it can be a 
human life or attitude, a marriage, culture, an animal’s life, a bush fire, or a stock 
market.   
 
There is no cure, that’s for sure, and that’s not what I am on about.  It just can’t 
be helped, but we think it can and that thinking is almost as bad as the ‘sins’.  



 
I am interested in how one comes to eventually understand this a bit better, how 
that understanding can help to moderate the disappointments of life, and make 
for a more reasonable expectation from others and from nature!  Surely false or 
unrealistic expectation is the mother of all disappointment and suffering.   I think 
things get easier when we alter our expectation to fit what really is the law of 
nature.  Studying that simple law has been for me the most rewarding and useful 
thing to do.   
 
Being a practical person, I want 
to know how to do it.  So far it 
appears that it can be worked 
out through very simple and 
physical things like finally seeing 
my own physical limits because 
my body breaks down into 
Adrenal exhaustion.  What is 
this, suddenly I am Superman 
exposed to kryptonite?  It’s my 
body saying STOP, slow down, 
what are you doing you twit, we 
can’t keep up with your driving 
mind ignoring this body’s needs.   
The mind is so powerful that it 
can completely destroy the body 
in its quests if it detaches from 
the body’s cries. This is my 
latest learning, and not through 
theory because we are all 
nagged about this continually, 
but through it happening.   
 
I am convinced that bodies 
break down before their time because of minds.  Even through how one keeps 
themselves in dead end relationships, OR dead end attitudes within good enough 
relationships. What this does to my immune system, to my thumping bumping 
physical heart.  I’m learning how to put energy where it should be put in relation 
to what’s important now, such as ones kids in their last dependant years, or doing 
the things I was born to do instead of just marching in a rut letting sadness 
slowly eat away my endocrine system.  
 
The mountain of Purgatory, and the drive to find a ‘balance’ on extremes is all 
really a macro/micro of a personality developing or embracing its ‘shadow’ as 
Jung would put it.  Cultures and religions have shadows, as much as individuals 
do.  Being a religious devotee is no different to being a Wall Street Capitalist in 
this regard.  These things are cultural developments, and are subject to the 
problems of human weakness - the weakness being mostly that dastardly mind 
that ignores its great party pooper and grounding force, the bodily mortality. 
 
Whatever is our ego strength - we of course prefer, and so naturally we will find 
at the opposite end of that strength and preferences our devilish weakness, which 
is that which we do not prefer.  What we don’t prefer we tend to form judgment 
or dislike around.   Its seems the naturally corrective action of an excess is an 
extreme knee jerk reaction to the opposite and yet the answer to frustration and 
conflict lies somewhere in the middle. 
 



And so we battle with ‘things and concepts which are more things’ like the Seven 
Sins - The Pride, Envy, Anger, Slothfulness, Greed, Gluttony and the Lust or too 
much love in all the wrong places! 
 
I was thrilled to see that this ancient text, a relatively obscure piece of literature 
(except of course to the academics and poets amidst us), is as relevant today as 
it was for Dante and for his time before this.  You don’t have to be of a particular 
religious denomination to appreciate such simple wisdoms, as its clear religion 
was formed out of the problem of dealing morally and reasonably with common 
human foibles. Creative stories and instructions like this were attempts to assist 
life travelers to find their way through them mind via the mind, and the poison to 
the ideal of the mind was of course the mind that had disconnected from ‘the 
body’ and so forgotten the land, animals and nature that created it all!  Give me a 
zombie any day! 
 
We seem to often only remember ‘the rules’ the abstract symbols of our hearty 
emotional lessons.   Sure we need ‘palm cards’, abbreviations and affirmations, 
as its all so much to remember, and these things end up being for instance – in 
this case, the 7 deadly sins, however its great to remember that there was a solid 
story behind these abbreviations, and more so a lot of good will at some point. 
 
I feel quite strongly that the rebellion we all experience at some stage in our 
development, be it as a teenager or in a middle age rebirth, is more than 
anything a natural and profound  instinctive “PROTEST” at the terrible 
abbreviation and over pragmatising of our natural, powerful and meaningful  
emotional life into the abstractions we call ‘SYSTEMS’.  Systems of law, systems 
of government, systems of religion.  We then wrap these abstractions up into 
saleable ‘university degrees’ and teach only the ‘ABSTRACTIONS’, and so life 
becomes a big intellectual void of battles of abstract nonsense such as what we 
see in our litigators society.  Is it any wonder that our courts, political and 
religious systems are often completely devoid of ‘common sense’.  Perhaps they 
are missing ‘the story’ of being human! 
 
The story can be put back into life through the use of story making be it through 
whatever medium, the main point is that the 
medium allows the irrational aspects of life 
to remain alive and breathing.  Systems 
leave no room for irrational realities. 
 
The embodiment of our frustrations or 
irrational realities has to be constantly 
padded out, with creative interpretation.   
The artist, writer or poet does well to always 
tackle contemporary life, including those 
rigid abstract and over intellectualized 
systems, just as Dante did in the 1300’s 
with his poetic and imaginal approach to the 
very old religious doctrine of the Seven 
Deadly Sins.  He put the soul back into the 
doctrine by putting real people into the story 
including himself; how bold and magnificent 
to ground it down into life through 
imagination and emotional commitment. 
  
What gave me the most enjoyment while 
working through the mountain text was how 
clear it was that the answer to the problems 



on the mountain of personal growth and happiness lay not necessarily in dwelling 
on ‘mistakes’, but more so what they are for and to know mistakes generate hope 
and measurement of our journey, mistakes are necessary landmarks which we 
need to spring from.  Perhaps to know and believe in our potential to transform 
our Hell on Earth into a positive and happy adventure which of course is full of 
terrible paradoxes of suffering.  Holding this paradox, and a gentle understanding 
of all of life’s ingredients, including grief’s place is helpful. The tool is art. 
 

There are so many opportunities for 
the ‘re-souling’ of our culture in our 
current times. I pondered things like 
our current ‘Global Financial Crisis’, 
where we can see in my painting – 
‘Then the Animals Went Home’, there 
was an analogy between our so-
called primitive pagan times and our 
current unconscious use of animal 
symbols.  We have no trouble seeing 
how we attached significant meaning 
to ‘animal totems’  and formed much 
of our worshipping credibility to the 
natural world a long time ago, yet 
not much has changed.  We still like 
to put animals, namely Bears and 
Bulls, up front as totems to describe 
our own odd or is it natural 
behaviour – be it in a football team 

or our way of doing business!  Here in this painting they are all taking leave of 
mans constructions as it tumbles.   George Orwell and his Animal Farm comes 
alive again! 
 
Despite how I always talk about the world at large, and want to apply it to 
everything around me, generally my work is always about my own experiences 
and how I have found a really solid metaphorical series of connectors and good 
advises between a very old text and my current ponderings. 
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